Predicting waiters prompt service by analyzing restaurants rating and other factors using machine learning
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Abstract

This project aims to predict waiters prompt service and analyze how other factors like Restaurant's ranking, Ambience, customers finance etc., effect waiters small incentive. Major reasons were analyzed so, that restaurant brings some changes to increase waiter's service along with restaurant’s reputation and it's like giving good reward for their appreciative service. Not only waiters service effect their incentive but also restaurants ambience, ranking, food quality also because some effect. Some models were proposed to predict the tip these shows the result with all the factors involved and helps to predict the expected result. The proposed model is validated against techniques like Random forest Regressor Using Hyper tuning, Bayesian Ridge Regressor, Elasticnet Regressor. Along with good visualization for better analysis using Mat plot, seaborn. They are particularly suited to predicting exact output as expected. For implementation purposes, choose features like total_bill, tip, sex, smoker, day, time, etc., the proposed model is evaluated with a waiter's tip data set along with some changes to dataset based on various performance to show its effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

The pace with which waiters deliver meals depends on a number of circumstances, including the fine dining restaurant type, the number of persons in your parties, the money you paid on the bill, the food quality, and the ambiance of the restaurant. Waiter Tips Analysis is a prominent data science case study in which we need to forecast the tips offered to a waiter in a restaurant for providing food. The ranking of a restaurant is determined by a variety of factors. For example, if the restaurant's food quality and service are excellent, people are more likely to visit it, and the restaurant’s score will rise as a result. If a restaurant has the highest rating, waiters will provide faster service. We can figure out which restaurant gets the highest rating, waiters will provide faster service. We can figure out which restaurant gets the highest rating based on many factors using this forecast. Prompt service is a practical method to express your gratitude for your server's efforts to make your dinner enjoyable, often known as waiter's timely service. A restaurant’s ambiance is equally vital. A lot of factors influence waiters' prompt service, along with the quality of the meal, the ambience, and the hotel’s ranking. People frequently check restaurant ratings and reviews to determine which restaurants have the best ratings and give excellent service. If the rating is high, it indicates that the restaurant’s size will expand. As a result, knowing which restaurant has the greatest ranking based on which characteristics are critical. Waiters’ timely service is also determined by the restaurant's ranking. As a result, we’re using data modeling to predict tips based on the environment and to improve tips by making some changes.

In the restaurant business in the United States, the tipping structure has evolved significantly. There were no predefined guidelines on how well the tip amounts should be determined when tipping was first introduced to the United States, and gratuities were designed to be a method for clients to express thanks to waiters for their exceptional services.
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However the tipping industry has evolved and grown to a norm significant enough to affect government taxes, as servers now rely on tips to Customer satisfaction (TSAT) Evaluation of Service Quality (SQ) Evaluation of Product Quality (PQ) Price 24 supplement their earnings (Lynn, 2006). In the United States, what began as a manner of expressing gratitude and respect to the waiter has evolved into a way of life.

In most circumstances, the traditional notion of customer happiness and tipping may be significantly less applicable now that tipping is the norm and expected regardless of other considerations. Tips in the restaurant sector, like incentives in other industries, are both an incentive and, to some extent, anticipated; however, tipping is done between the client and the server, but not between server and the manager. When other confounding factors are adjusted for, tips are a means to recognize good service.

There is no way of knowing how the tipping business will develop next, since it has evolved from a simple practise of paying servers for providing quality services that clients were pleased with to the complex activity it has become. Tipping has been examined in finance, sociology, ethics, and a variety of other fields. Tipping is not really a single phenomenon, noted Azar, O. (2004).

The social phenomena of tipping have been thoroughly explored now that it is a tangible standard. Many of these research have already been discussed. While scholars have looked into tipping from a variety of perspectives, including history, motivation, and more, most studies have focused solely on tipping in the framework of the server-customer interaction. This interaction, however, is simply one aspect of a bigger picture of what drives the restaurant business, including enabling customer satisfaction and generating revenue.

## 2. Methodology

### 2.1. Import Libraries

#### 2.1.1. NUMPY

NumPy is a library that contains multidimensional array gadgets as well as a set of procedures for processing them. NumPy can be used to conduct arithmetic and scientific operations on arrays.

#### 2.1.2. PANDAS

A Python facts analysis package. Pandas is based on the most advanced middle Python modules, including matplotlib for data visualization and NumPy for arithmetic operations. Pandas acts as a wrapper around these libraries, allowing you to access many of matplotlib's and NumPy's approaches with significantly less code.

#### 2.1.3. SEABORN

A Python library piled on top of matplotlib library that is freely available. For data visualization and exploratory data analysis, it’s widely utilized. Data frames and the Pandas libraries are no problem for Seaborn. The graphs that are created can also be customized without difficulty.

#### 2.1.4. MATPLOTLIB

Matplotlib is a graphical library for Python and its NumPy numerical arithmetic extension. It provides an object-oriented API for embedding visualizations in packages using popular GUI tool kits like as Tkinter, wxPython, Qt, or GTK.

#### 2.1.5. SCIP

SciPy is a systematic Python library that is open source and BSD-licensed for mathematics, science, and engineering.

#### 2.1.6. SKLEARN

Sklearn is the most usable and robust Python package for system learning. Through a Python consistency interface, it disseminates effective tools for device learning and statistical modelling, such as type, regression, clustering, and dimensionality reduction.
2.1.7. MATH

The math package is a standard Python module that is always available. To use the mathematical functionality of this module, you must first import it using import math. It provides access to the C library’s fundamental functionality. # Rectangle root computation import math.sqrt, for example (4).

2.2. Importing files and libraries

```python
[ ] import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import seaborn as sns
import io
import math
import sys
import warnings
wt=pd.read_csv(io.BytesIO(uploadd['tipsi.csv']))
```

**Figure 1** Importing Libraries

Here, we imported files like our dataset and libraries

Here we imported numpy, pandas, seaborn and matplotlib.

We imported libraries such as numpy as np, pandas as pd and seaborn as sns

As well, we imported and read the dataset which is in the CSV form using pd.read_csv. We know our dataset is in the form of CSV which is known as comma separated values.

2.3. Reading the dataset

**Figure 2** Dataset

The above dataset consists of 244 rows and 12 columns

Here, after reading the dataset as we have 4 types of restaurants which we named as ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’.

Firstly, we took the restaurant ‘a’ and we compared all the features with that restaurant.
By using swarm plot we represent our plot using features restaurant on y-axis and Rank on y-axis.

We observe restaurants with their ranks by observing we got to know that Restaurant ‘a’ has highest ranking-1, restaurant ‘b’ has ranking-4, restaurant ‘c’ has ranking -2, restaurant ‘d’ has ranking –3.

2.4. Data Cleaning

Data that we collect contains many duplicate data such as null values, missing data, incorrect data and outliers. By containing all of these in the data we cannot train our data so that we need to clean our data. Data cleaning is a process of removing duplicate and incorrect data within a dataset. While the data is collected the data need to be analyzed properly. So, data cleaning is a process where our data gets prepared for data analyze is by removing any unwanted, incorrect and duplicate data. It is the process where we erase the information to make space for new data but find dataset accuracy without deleting information.
By using this heat map we can know that which features has null values.

As the colour of the heat map is constant there are no white spaces we can say that our dataset doesn’t contain any null values.

2.5. Converting Categorical Type to Numerical

The dataset which we use for implementation contains both numerical as well as categorical data. Numerical data is in the form of numbers like 0,1 etc. Whereas categorical data are of three types which are classified as ordinal, nominal, and Boolean. This categorical data is in the form strings where we humans may understand but in the case of machines, they cannot interpret this categorical data directly. So we need to convert our categorical type data into numerical therefore, machines can understand. So, here we replaced our features from categorical to numerical values Feature
day: if it is sat as 0, sun as 1, thurs as 2, fri as 3.

Serving: if it is bad as 0, good as 1, avg as 2 and excellent as 3.

Time: if it is dinner as 0, lunch as 1 and so on.
2.6. Data Visualization

Data visualization is a step in the data science process that must be completed once the data has been collected, processed, and modeled. To draw conclusions, the information must be visualized. The depiction of data in a graphical form is known as data visualization. Data visualization tools make it easier to observe and comprehend trend, outliers, and data patterns by including visual components such as charts, graphs, and maps.

Here are some examples of visualization tools and elements:

Tables, histograms, heat maps, plots, swarm plots, graphs, bar plots, bar graphs etc.,

**Figure 7** Comparing factors using colour differentiation

**Figure 8** Restaurant vs tip
If patience level is more then waiter gets more tips and they get more tips during dinner

2.6.1. Algorithms Implemented

Bayesian Ridge Regressor

Bayesian regression has been one of the mechanisms that can help you survive unevenly distributed data by employing probability distributions instead of point estimates in linear regression. Rather than being estimated as a single value, the output \( y \) is believed to be chosen from a probability distribution.

To obtain a completely probabilistic model, assume that \( y \) is Gaussian distributed around \( X^T \beta \) as follows.

\[
p(y|X, \alpha) = N(y|X^T \beta, \alpha)
\]

One of the most effective types of Bayesian regression is the Bayesian Ridge Regressor, which estimates a probability model of the regression issue. The antecedent for the variable \( w \) is spherical in this case. Gaussian is denoted by the symbol
Figure 11 Bayesian ridge regressor

2.7. Random Forest Regressor Using Hypertuning

The hyper parameters are similar to the parameters of algorithms that can be tweaked to improve performance. It entails determining a set of ideal hyper parameter values for the learning algorithm and then applying that algorithm to the dataset. It also said in the improvement of model performance and the production of better results.

Hyper parameters in a random forest include the handful of decision trees in the forest and the amount of attributes that each tree considers while splitting anode. The Random Forest Hyper parameters are as follows:

2.7.1. Maximum depth
In a random forest, it is made up of a long path between the node \( n \) and the leaf node. We can restrict the level of the tree in a random forest by using this option.

2.7.2. Split minimal samples
It is one of the parameters that inform the decision tree in a randomized forest how many observations are necessary in each node before it may be split.

The min sample split parameter is set to 2 by default. If a final node has far more than two observations, it can be divided into sub nodes, according to this rule.\(^7\)

Leaf minimal samples

After splitting a node, this Randomized Forest hyper parameter sets the minimum amount of components that should be included in the leaf node.

Some of the advantages of using hyper parameters:

- Improves the accuracy of model and produce better results.
- Not changing the tree size (e.g., max depth, min samples leaf, etc.) results in fully developed and un pruned trees, which on some data sets can be very enormous.
Reducing memory consumption can be accomplished by altering the size and scope of the trees randomized forest using hyper tuning.

2.8. Elasticnet Regressor

The algorithm used to describe the linearity between input data and the target output is known as linear regression. Elastic net Regressor is a linear regression extension that includes two penalty functions, L1 and L2. This entails including these penalties into the error function during training in order to encourage the use of simpler models with lower coefficient values. Normalized linear regression or penalized linear regression is the terms for these extensions.

Elastic net is a sort of regularized linear regression that includes two common penalty functions, the L1 and L2.
3. Results and discussion

We compare RMSE, MSE, MAE values to find the accuracy of regress or algorithms these values should be minimum the less the values the more accurate the algorithm is. And R^2 score should be high considering all these factors Bayesian ridge regressor have more accuracy. RMSE shows how better the model is able to fit the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Accuracy values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Random forest regressor using hyper tuning</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bayesian ridge regressor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elasticnet regressor</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

By observing the results, we can say that for this dataset Bayesian Ridge Regressor predicted the output with almost the same accuracy (i.e., RMSE value=0.66) so, Bayesian ridge regessor has predicted the output as, it is the optimized technique its predicted value is almost similar to expected output.

By comparing restaurants with their rankings restaurant ‘a’ has highest ranking compared to other restaurants ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’ and the least rating for ‘b’ and also people gave more tips on weekends in dinner time with people count of 4. Who came for dinner rather than lunch and tip was given more for male who doesn’t smoke. We observe waiters prompt not only depends on waiters behavior but also restaurants ambience, customers finance i.e., if the customer is financially low then he cannot give more incentive to waiter even though waiters service is excellent. Grid is a tool that allows you to visualize the distribution of data of a single variable as well as the relationships between several variables within subsets of a dataset.
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